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Abstract – We model the Zenithally Bistable Device (ZBD) in three dimensions (3D), within the
Landau-de Gennes theory, and find three stable static states in 3D without an applied field: the
Vertically Aligned (VAN) state, the Hybrid Aligned (HAN) state and a third, high-tilt state, which
we call the THAN state, with an interior and a surface defect. We recover the (OR) phenomenon
around the defects in the HAN and THAN states and the 3D THAN and HAN solutions exhibit
stable biaxial cylinders connecting defects on opposite faces of the ZBD device. We demonstrate
two-way temperature-driven switching between high-tilt and low-tilt states through controlled
heating and cooling procedures in two dimensions (2D), with no applied fields.
Introduction. – Nematic liquid crystals (LCs) are
anisotropic liquids with long-range orientational ordering
that have widespread applications in science and indus-
try [1]. This combination of fluidity and preferred direc-
tions leads to unique electro-optic properties and notably,
nematics form the backbone of the huge liquid crystal dis-
play (LCD) industry [2]. There is now significant inter-
est in controlling nematic alignment using patterned sur-
faces in micro-confined or nano-confined geometries [3–6].
These confined systems exhibit a rich variety of spatio-
temporal patterns, the modelling of which presents new
mathematical and computational challenges and opens
new doors for LC-based applications.
The ZBD is an example of a micropatterned LCD that
has been very successful for retail applications [7]. There is
an industrial company named, “ZBD Solutions”, special-
izing in electronic shelf labels based on the ZBD device [8].
A typical ZBD geometry consists of a LC layer sandwiched
between two surfaces, one of which is planar and the other
is featured by a sinusoidal grating [7]. The sinusoidal or
non-planar grating makes this relatively simple ZBD ge-
ometry experimentally “bistable”, in the sense that there
are at least two stable optically contrasting states: the
Vertically Aligned Nematic (VAN) state and the Hybrid
Aligned Nematic (HAN) state [7, 9]. The VAN state is a
defect-free high-tilt state that is opaque to incident light
whereas the transparent HAN state has a low-tilt profile
around the sinusoidal grating with two defects close to the
apex and to the trough of the grating, respectively. Both
states exhibit long-term stability and contrasting optical
properties, in the absence of electric fields, and applied
fields are only required to switch between the different
states, or equivalently to update an image. There are now
several generalizations of the ZBD that include asymmet-
ric gratings, periodic channels, two-sided ZBD, etc. [10].
The ZBD has received substantial interest in the mod-
elling community, since the complex geometry and topo-
logical defects present new questions related to multista-
bility, optimal grating structures and switching mecha-
nisms [5,9–11]. In this paper, we model a prototype ZBD
in 3D (to be defined below) within the celebrated Landau-
de Gennes (LdG) theory. In particular, we do not use
any dimensional reduction and allow the structural de-
tails to depend on all three spatial coordinates. We work
with temperatures below but close to the critical super-
cooling temperature and hence, our results are not “low-
temperature” effects although we expect that they will
hold deep in the nematic phase, too. We primarily focus
on static studies, i.e., the structure of stable equilibria in
2D and 3D. In both 2D and 3D, we find a third stable
state, in addition to the known VAN and HAN states, la-
belled as the THAN state. The THAN state is a high-tilt
state with a +1/2 defect pinned to the trough of the grat-
ing and an interior −1/2 defect vertically above it. The
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THAN state is numerically stable (in the absence of elec-
tric fields) and persists for asymmetric sinusoidal gratings
as will be explained below.
We numerically probe into the defects in the HAN and
THAN state and find localized biaxial rings or order-
reconstruction (OR) phenomena around them [12]. The
phrase “OR phenomena” originates from the seminal pa-
per [13] and has subsequently been used to describe static
defect structures and dynamic defect-mediated phenom-
ena in theoretical and experimental papers [3, 4, 12, 14].
OR phenomena typically describe defect structures with
a uniaxial defect core that has negative order parameter,
surrounded by a biaxial ring that connects to a far-field
uniaxial state with positive order parameter; such defect
structures have been found in both macroscopic and mi-
croscopic LC theories [12,14–16]. In light of previous work,
one would expect to see the OR phenomenon around the
defects in the HAN and THAN states and our 3D ap-
proach captures the OR phenomenon and the associated
characteristics in the ZBD. We do not enforce transla-
tional invariance and yet, the biaxial rings around the
defects do not shrink or disappear in the ZBD interior
but exhibit translational invariance and extend as sta-
ble biaxial cylinders into the ZBD interior. The existence
of translationally invariant solutions (such as the biaxial
cylinders) is not surprising but the long-term stability of
these solutions opens up the possibility of observable bi-
axiality on micron-scales, which is interesting from both
a scientific and applications point of view. Our 3D re-
sults are complemented by a detailed 2D study of the
relative stabilities of the VAN, HAN and THAN states
as a function of temperature and geometrical parameters,
along with grating asymmetry and elastic anisotropy. We
present mutlistability squares to illustrate the interplay
between temperature and co-existence/multistability. On
the dynamics side, we report new two-way temperature-
driven, field-independent switching mechanisms between
high-tilt and low-tilt states in two dimensions and simi-
lar annealing processes in 3D. The transient dynamics are
mediated by “biaxial” interfaces pinned to the sinusoidal
grating and strongly resemble field-induced switching re-
ported in [17]. At this stage, our results focus on biaxial-
ity and temperature-dominated effects in a prototype 3D
ZBD that are of intrinsic modelling interest and illustrate
the rich solution landscape of the ZBD.
Modelling. – We model the ZBD device as a 3D cell,
Ω =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3; 0 ≤ x, y ≤ D; f(x) ≤ z ≤ H} , (1)
where f(x) = δ sin 2pix+ δ denotes the bottom sinusoidal
grating. The two geometrical parameters are the cell
height, Hµm, and the grating amplitude, δµm. We take
D = 1µm as a typical length scale for a micron-scale de-
vice. The front and rear surfaces are in the (x, z)-plane
and the normal is in the y-direction. In fact, a lot of the
previous work has focussed on 2D modelling in the (x, z)-
plane alone [9, 11, 17] and the authors average over the
normal direction. However, we do not have a “thin” ge-
ometry, the x and y-dimensions are comparable and hence,
we allow all variables to depend on (x, y, z)-coordinates.
In accordance with existing literature [9–11], we impose
normal boundary conditions on the top and bottom sur-
faces: z = f(x) and z = H; planar boundary conditions
on the front and rear surfaces, y = 0 and y = D; and peri-
odic conditions on the lateral surfaces, x = 0 and x = D.
The planar boundary conditions require the LC molecules
to be in the (x, z)-plane on y = 0 and y = D, and there
is no single distinguished direction. The ZBD has been
modelled in 3D at a fixed temperature, in [18] but with
a different geometry that has slips between periodically
repeated gratings. These slips serve to stabilize line de-
fects and multiple states. We have the simplest 3D ver-
sion of the ZBD, a translational extension in the normal
direction. It serves as a good model system to explore bi-
axiality, temperature-dominated and geometry-dominated
effects.
The LdG theory describes the state of a nematic LC
by a macroscopic order parameter that quantifies the de-
gree of orientational anisotropy: the Q-tensor order pa-
rameter [1, 5]. The LdG Q-tensor is a symmetric, trace-
less 3 × 3 matrix with three eigenvalues, {λi}, i = 1 . . . 3
and
∑3
i=1 λi = 0. A LC is said to be in the isotropic
phase if Q = 0, uniaxial phase if λi = λj 6= 0 for
some i 6= j, and biaxial phase if λi 6= λj for any
i, j [1, 19]. A uniaxial Q-tensor can be concisely ex-
pressed as Q = s (n⊗ n− I/3), where n is the distin-
guished eigenvector with the non-degenerate eigenvalue
and s is a scalar order parameter that measures the de-
gree of order about n. A biaxial Q-tensor necessarily
has two distinguished directions/eigenvectors with two
associated order parameters. The biaxiality parameter,
β2(Q) = 1 − 6
((
trQ3
)2
/
(
trQ2
)3)
is a measure of the
degree of biaxiality; it takes values in the range β2 ∈ [0, 1]
and β2(Q) = 0 iff Q is purely uniaxial [12, 14]. The sta-
ble equilibria correspond to local minimizers of an appro-
priately defined LdG energy functional (with no electric
fields) [1, 5]:
ILdG(Q) = IE(Q) + IB(Q) + IN (Q) + IT (Q). (2)
Here,
IE(Q) =
L
2
∫
Ω
|∇Q|2 dV
IB(Q) =
∫
Ω
A(T )
2
trQ2 − B
3
trQ3 +
C
4
(
trQ2
)2
dV
IN (Q) =
W
2
∫
z−=f(x),z+=H
∣∣∣Q−Qνz± ∣∣∣2 dA
IT (Q) =
W
2
∫
y−=0,y+=D
∣∣∣νy±Qνy± + s03 ∣∣∣2 dA, (3)
νz± (ν
y
±) denotes the normal to the surfaces, z = H
and z = f(x) (y = D and y = 0) respectively and,
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s0(A) = (B +
√
B2 − 24AC)/4C, is a constant. The
first contribution, IE , is the one-constant/isotropic elas-
tic energy that penalizes spatial distortions and L > 0
is an elastic constant [5]. The fourth-order bulk en-
ergy, IB , drives the first-order nematic-isotropic transi-
tion, A(T ) = α(T −T ∗), T ∗ is a critical supercooling tem-
perature below which the isotropic phase loses stability
and α,B,C > 0 are material-dependent constants. One
can explicitly show that the minimizers of IB are either
uniaxial or isotropic and the preferred degree of bulk or-
der is s0(A), for temperatures T < T
∗ [19]. Informally
speaking, the bulk energy fB coerces energy minimizers
to be “uniaxial” almost everywhere and biaxiality is be-
lieved to be dominant near defects or interfaces. We work
with weak anchoring and employ two different surface en-
ergies: (i) IN , which is a Durand-Nobili type of anchoring
energy that enforces uniaxial normal boundary conditions
on z = f(x) and z = H, with Qν = s0 (ν ⊗ ν − I/3) [20]
and (ii) IT , which enforces uniaxial tangent boundary con-
ditions on the surfaces, y = 0 and y = D, i.e., the inte-
grand νy±Qν
y
±+ s0/3 vanishes if Q is uniaxial of the form,
Q = s0(A) (n⊗ n− I/3) with n · νy± = 0 [5]. There are
other forms of tangent surface energies but IT suffices for
our purposes.
We non-dimensionalize the LdG energy using the fol-
lowing scalings: Q˜ = Q/s0; I˜LG = ILG/(LDs
2
0), DΩ˜ = Ω.
The re-scaled bulk and anchoring coefficients are given
by A˜(T ) = (D2α(T − T ∗))/L, B˜ = (BD2s0)/L, C˜ =
(CD2s20)/L and W˜ = (WD)/L. Typical values of the
material-dependent constants are L = 1.55 ∗ 10−11 N,
α = 0.042 ∗ 106 Nm−2K−1, B = 6.4 ∗ 105 Nm−2, C =
3.5 ∗ 105 Nm−2, W ∈ (10−8, 10−3) Nm−1 [5], so that the
re-scaled anchoring coefficient, W˜ ∈ (10−3, 102) [10].
Tristability in 3D. – We introduce two quan-
titative measures for distinguishing between differ-
ent equilibria: (i) the biaxiality measure, Ψ1(Q) =
maxr∈Ω β2(Q) and (ii) the tilt measure, Ψ2(Q) =
(1/δ)
∫
Ω∩{2δ≤z≤3δ} (nQ · zˆ)2 dy, where zˆ is the unit-vector
in the z-direction and nQ is the leading eigenvector of Q
or equivalently the eigenvector with the largest positive
eigenvalue. The first measure, Ψ1, tracks regions of en-
hanced biaxiality. The tilt measure, Ψ2, is a measure of
the tilt above the grating and differentiates between high-
tilt and low-tilt equilibria. We define an equilibrium to be
in the (i) VAN state if Ψ1(Q) ≤ 0.5 and Ψ2(Q) > 0.5,
(ii) THAN state if Ψ1(Q) = 1 and Ψ2 (Q) ≥ 0.5 and
(iii) HAN state if Ψ1(Q) = 1 and Ψ2 (Q) < 0.5. These
threshold values are arbitrary and qualitative trends will
be unchanged for different reasonable threshold values.
In fig. 1, we find three equilibria at temperature T =
(T ∗ − 1), labelled as VAN, HAN and THAN, according to
the definitions above, all of which are numerically stable.
Here, we use a variety of different initial conditions and
these initial conditions relax into one of the three states
mentioned above. The corresponding leading eigenvectors
and biaxiality measures are plotted on the cross section
a) b) c)
Fig. 1: Three stable states in the ZBD at temperature T =
(T ∗ − 1) Kelvin: (a) VAN state, (b) THAN state and (c) HAN
state. We plot the leading eigenvector on the cross-section
y = 1 along with biaxial domains with β(Q) > 0.1. While
the VAN state is uniaxial in the whole of the cell, we observe
cylinders of maximal biaxiality in the THAN state (stacked on
top of each other) and HAN state (pinned to the apex and to
the trough of the grating).
y = 1. The VAN state has a defect-free, high-tilt profile
with negligible bulk biaxiality. There are two defects in
the THAN state; a +1/2 defect pinned to the trough of the
grating and a −1/2 defect vertically above it in the ZBD
interior. The HAN state has a low tilt profile around the
grating with two surface defects, the −1/2 defect is pinned
to the apex and the +1/2 defect is pinned to the trough
of the grating respectively. The THAN state has been
previously observed as a transient state in field-induced
dynamics in [6] but we find numerical evidence of its sta-
bility in the absence of an electric field. We have repeated
these computations with asymmetric gratings of the form,
f(x) = δ sin(2pix+ 0.3 sin(2pix)), and an anisotropic elas-
tic energy density 2we = L1|∇Q|2 + L2Qij,jQik,k, where
L2/L1 ≈ 0.69 [5]. The THAN state is found with both an
asymmetric grating and elastic anisotropy.
In fig. 2, we study the eigenvalue profiles of the HAN
state at different heights in the ZBD cell. Away from the
grating, the HAN state is perfectly uniaxial (with very
small β2, within numerical resolution) with two coincident
eigenvalues. We plot the biaxiality parameter across the
defect core on the surface y = 0 and observe two peaks of
maximal biaxiality on either side of the −1/2-degree de-
fect. Then, we plot the eigenvalues across the apex defect
core and observe (i) a bulk uniaxial state with positive
order parameter outside the defect core, (ii) a biaxial ring
that encloses the defect core, (iii) a core uniaxial state with
negative order parameter of the form, Q = s (y ⊗ y − I/3)
where y is the unit-vector in the y-direction and s < 0. In
particular, the LC molecules are disordered in the (x, z)-
plane, inside the defect core, on y = 0. This is charac-
teristic of the OR or “eigenvalue exchange” phenomenon
as two eigenvalues are swapped when we traverse a defect
core [3, 4, 12]. In fig. 3, we plot β2(Q) throughout the
3D domain and find that (apart from boundary effects on
y = 0 and y = 1) the biaxial rings are translationally
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a)
a)
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b)
Fig. 2: HAN state: Biaxiality measure β on a slice of the cell
(left), eigenvalues of Q at two different heights (right). At (a),
the Q-tensor is perfectly uniaxial with two degenerate eigen-
values and at (b) the Q-tensor has three distinct eigenvalues
around the defect core. The second plot at (b) is β(Q) across
the defect core with two peaks of maximal biaxiality.
invariant in the normal y-direction, i.e. they extend as
a co-axial cylinder that connects two biaxial rings on the
front and rear surfaces, y = 0 and y = 1, respectively, with
macroscopic length along the entire device width. In other
words, the HAN and THAN solutions constitute a class of
translationally invariant equilibria for the ZBD cell, where
a line defect extends along the device length. The leading
eigenvector is oriented in the y-direction, along the defect
lines. This is, of course, admissible but it is noteworthy
that we do not find solutions that break the translational
symmetry in the y-direction. For example, there may ex-
ist solutions where the leading eigenvector escapes into the
(xz)-plane for 0 < y < 1 or solutions where biaxiality is
confined to a small neighbourhood of the defects on y = 0
and y = 1, for example see the single-core, double-core and
split-core 3D solutions reported in [21]. Indeed, we may
find such solutions as we move to lower temperatures, for
which biaxiality is energetically expensive or for cells with
the y-dimension much larger than the x-dimension. There
is an energetic penalty associated with line defects and if
line defects are very long (e.g. for a long ZBD), it might
be energetically preferable to distort the line defect.
We report a temperature-driven switching mechanism
between the VAN and HAN states, in 3D, as illustrated
in fig. 4. The initial temperature is, Ti = T
∗ − 0.25K,
with the VAN state as initial condition. The VAN state is
almost uniaxial everywhere but there is a weakly biaxial
boundary layer pinned to the grating surface. We heat the
system to Tf = T
∗+1K and cool it down to Ti again with a
linear time-dependent temperature profile, see fig. 4, and
model the dynamics with a L2-gradient flow [22]. The
L2-gradient flow is based on the principle that the LdG
energy is decreasing with time and the governing partial
differential equation is
γ
∂Q
∂t
= ∇ ·
(
∂e (Q,∇Q)
∂∇Q
)
− ∂e (Q,∇Q)
∂Qij
(4)
where γ > 0 is a viscosity coefficient and e (Q,∇Q) is
the LdG energy density (see (2)). At time t = 1, we
β(Q)
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
Fig. 3: Biaxial cylinder in the 3D HAN state: We plot the
isosurface for 0.7 < β(Q) < 1 (left), and zoom into the trough
of the grating (right). One can clearly observe an extension in
the y-direction along with uniaxial defect cores.
observe enhanced biaxiality along the grating and the sys-
tem starts to relax towards a lower-tilt state. For longer
times t > 1, the system settles into the stable HAN state
as the biaxial interfacial layers shrink to the defects at the
apex and trough of the grating respectively. There are no
applied fields here but the switching proceeds through the
creation of defects along the grating surface, analogous to
field-induced switching reported in [17]. More realistic dy-
namical models (with electric fields) have been analyzed
in [23, 24] and we refer the reader to [24] for a dynamical
numerical model for the OR phenomenon.
2D modelling. – In the previous section, we perform
computationally expensive simulations of a 3D Q-tensor
(with five degrees of freedom) that depends on (x, y, z)-
spatial coordinates. An intermediate modelling approach
is to simulate a 3D Q-tensor that only depends on two
spatial coordinates; see [15] where the authors use this
approach to model square wells. In this section, we per-
form traditional simulations of a 2D Q-tensor on a 2D
domain, to further investigate the role of temperature in
multistability. The non-dimensional 2D domain is
ΩD =
{
(x, z) ∈ R2; 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and f(x) ≤ z ≤ H} . (5)
We impose normal boundary conditions on the curves, z =
f(x) and z = H, through a Durand-Nobili energy of the
type, IN , in (2) along with free boundary conditions on
the edges, x = 0 and x = 1.
In 2D, the Q-tensor is a symmetric, traceless 2× 2 ma-
trix, Q = s (n⊗ n− I/2) [20]. Therefore, a 2D Q-tensor
has only two degrees of freedom (as opposed to five in
3D), trQ3 = 0 in 2D and the biaxiality parameter, β2(Q),
has no physical meaning here. The defects are solely con-
tained in the isotropic set, Γ = {(x, y) ∈ ΩD; s(x, y) = 0}
and we track the zero-set to study defects in 2D problems
[20]. We use Ψ1(Q) := minr∈Ω |Q| in the 2D definition of
VAN, HAN and THAN states. The stable equilibria are
local minimizers of a dimensionless LdG energy:
ILG[Q] :=
1
2
∫
Ω
|∇Q|2 + 1
2
(|Q|2 − 1)2 dA+ IN (Q) (6)
where IN is the normal anchoring energy as in (2) and
 = (2
√
L)/(D
√
α(T ∗ − T )) for T < T ∗. We work with
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a) b) c)
Fig. 4: Switching by temperature: (a) the initial VAN state,
(b) the system switches to a HAN state at t = 1 and (c) stays
in the HAN state after cooling down.
temperatures T < T ∗ and for a given T ,  is proportional
to the temperature-dependent nematic correlation length
or equivalently, to a characteristic defect core size [1,12].
We use finite element methods to numerically com-
pute local energy minima (6), with five different values
of  = 2−i, i = 1 . . . 5 that correspond to temperatures
T ∗ − T ∈ (3 ∗ 10−3, 0.74), i.e., temperatures close to the
critical supercooling temperature. The numerical algo-
rithm is a standard combination of L2-gradient flow and
Newton’s iteration algorithm [22]. For every set of pa-
rameters (H, δ, ε), we run our algorithm twice, with two
sets of initial data, mimicking the VAN and HAN profiles
respectively. The outputs are recorded with a blue cross
(VAN), a green circle (THAN) or a red square (HAN) in
the multistability squares in fig. 5. These states co-exist
over a range of (H, δ) and arise from a subtle competition
between distortion energy around the grating and energy
cost of defects.
We have repeated these 2D computations using a range
of physically realistic values of W˜ ∈ (50, 200) [10], with
asymmetric gratings of the form, f(x) = δ sin(2pix +
0.3 sin(2pix)), and an anisotropic elastic energy density
2we = L1|∇Q|2 + L2Qij,jQik,k, where L2/L1 ≈ 0.69 [5].
The reader is referred to [25] for stability studies with elec-
tric fields for a 2D ZBD and to [26] for stability studies on
other 2D micropatterned surfaces.
In 2D, we can achieve two-way switching between high-
tilt and low-tilt states through a controlled heating and
cooling procedure. We take (δ,H) = (0.3, 3), with an-
choring coefficient, W˜ = 40. For 0 = 0.5, the system is
monostable with the THAN state being the unique stable
state. For smaller values of , e.g. 1 = 0.05, 0.25, the cell
is bistable with two coexisting states: the HAN state and
the THAN state, although the HAN state is energetically
preferred. We first heat the system from 1 to 0 with
a linear profile as in fig. 4 with the HAN state as initial
condition in (i) and with the THAN state as initial con-
dition in (ii). The resulting equilibrium, both for (i) and
(ii), at time t = 1, is the THAN state as expected. In a
HAN
THAN
VAN
Fig. 5: Multistability squares: From left to right and top to
bottom we present the computed multistability squares for  =
2−i, i = 1 . . . 5, with H ∈ (2, 4) and δ ∈ (0.1, 0.6). We use
strong anchoring with fixed boundary conditions, Q = Qν , on
z = f(x) and z = H. We observe a broader bistability regime
for low temperatures, no HAN states for shallow gratings and
no VAN states for deep gratings.
quasi-static cooling procedure, we decrease the tempera-
ture from 0 to 1 with a linear profile and two different
cooling rates, (i) χf = 10
−3 and (ii) χsl = 6∗10−6, respec-
tively. For each updated value new, we compute a new
equilibrium, Qnew with the previous equilibrium, Qold ,
as initial condition, till we hit the final value, 1. The final
state depends on the cooling rate, see fig. 6 (left). This can
be explained as follows: (i) the THAN state is ‘frozen’ for
fast cooling with χf = 10
−3 and there is switching from
HAN to THAN, see fig. 6 (right) and (ii) the system has
more time to adapt to its environment for slower cooling
with χsl = 6∗10−6, enters the energetically preferred HAN
branch and stays therein. Thus, we have achieved switch-
ing from THAN to HAN. The energy barriers have been
computed and are high enough to ensure the robustness of
this procedure. Using (i) and (ii) together, we can switch
between high-tilt and low-tilt states.
We have modelled the ZBD in a 3D LdG framework and
our modelling demonstrates field-independent biaxiality
and temperature-dominated features in the ZBD. Firstly,
we have found a third stable THAN state in 2D and
3D ZBD cells, even with asymmetric gratings. This
shows that there may be multiple stable states in the
ZBD (other than the commonly reported VAN and HAN
states) which are distinguished by their defect locations.
The THAN state has not been reported experimentally
to our knowledge. We suggest two potential reasons for
this: (i) the THAN state may be a “shallow” energy
minimum that is easily destabilized by mechanical or
field-related effects and (ii) the THAN state is an inter-
mediate state between the VAN and HAN states and
may be optically similar to the VAN and HAN states,
within experimental resolution. Secondly, we recover the
p-5
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Fig. 6: Switching via temperature: Energy branches for  ∈
(0.05, 0.5) with HAN (lower) and THAN (upper) states (left)
and vertical measure Ψ2 plotted against  (right). Further
simulations suggest that, once the system reaches  = 0.05, the
current state is trapped even for values  < 0.05.
OR phenomenon around the defects in the THAN and
HAN states and the biaxial rings extend as stable biaxial
cylinders (with an annular cross-section) into the ZBD
interior, along the entire ZBD length. There are examples
of symmetry-breaking solutions in LCs, e.g. the OR
phenomenon in a spherical droplet breaks the spherical
symmetry of the so-called radial-hedgehog solution [13].
Therefore, it is interesting to find stable translationally
invariant solutions in the 3D ZBD with macroscopic
biaxial cylinders and one could exploit such cylinders
for new applications. Recent work shows that “biaxial”
dynamics can have a strong electro-optic signature,
amenable to experimental tests [3, 4]. For example, the
HAN-to-VAN switching will involve annihilation of the
biaxial rings and this annihilation could be accompanied
by a strong electro-optic signal. Finally, we demonstrate
temperature-mediated dynamics in 2D and 3D, with no
electric fields. Switching processes in LC-based devices
are typically induced by electric fields [6,11,17]. Our work
suggests that critical voltages may strongly depend on
temperature and devices may have an “optimal operating
temperature” corresponding to minimum critical voltages.
Finally, we expect that (strong) biaxiality is a localized
phenomenon near interfaces or defects for micron-scale
devices. Recent work shows that one might obtain global
biaxial OR patterns in sub micron-scale devices [15]. In
such cases, it would be interesting to carry out two par-
allel studies: uniaxial simulations with β2 = 0 (biaxiality
”turned off”) and full biaxial simulations, followed by a
comparison between the uniaxial and biaxial predictions.
This will be pursued in future work.
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